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Abstract
If a polynomial over Q is written down \at random", then its Galois group will, with proba-
bility 1, be Sn or An (see also Heintz (Theoret. Comput. Sci. 47(1986) 99{105)). However, if
the polynomial arises through some mathematical operations, it is likely to have a much smaller
Galois group. In this paper, we present probabilistic tests which will, for any polynomial, return
either the answer \the Galois group is denitely one of Sn or An" or \the Galois group is likely
to be smaller". The method involves reducing the polynomial modulo primes, using the Cheb-
otarev Density Theorem and the properties of permutation groups. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20P05; 12Y05
0. Introduction
It has been known for many years that the practical way to factor square-free rational
polynomials is to factor them modulo p (primes dividing the leading coecient need
to be omitted) and then perform a Hensel lifting. In practice, it is normal to try several
primes, and choose the best factorisation to lift. In fact the degrees of the irreducible
factors mod p of a polynomial f (which we call the shape/ of f mod p) are the cycle
lengths of an element of the Galois group of f over Q. The Chebotarev density theorem
[8] says that each possible shape occurs with the same frequency as the proportion of
that cycle shape in the Galois group. Hence, if the Galois group is Sn, 1=n of whose
elements are n-cycles, we will need approximately n=2 dierent primes before we
have a 50% chance of choosing a prime such that the factorization modulo p is
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irreducible, thus proving that the original polynomial is irreducible, i.e. that its Galois
group is transitive.
Musser’s calculations [10] suggest that, if we combine the data from dierent primes
(e.g., when factoring a quartic, we can combine a 1:3 split modulo one prime with
a 2:2 split modulo another to deduce that the polynomial is irreducible), rather than
just waiting for irreducibility, then, transitivity can, with 50% probability according to
experiments, be deduced in 5 probes (i.e. with 5 primes: note that a probe only returns
a cycle shape, and not an actual permutation). Another way of saying this is that the
median number of probes is between 4 and 5. In practice, one would want a higher
degree of certainly | see the table at the end of this paper. Musser’s experiments were
carried out with \random" polynomials, and therefore apply when the Galois group is
Sn or An (see also [6]). For other groups, the situation can be very dierent [3,9] have
shown that, if the Galois group is Sn, then this can be recognised with probability 1−
by a bounded number of probes, depending on  but independent of n, and this result
has been generalised to An [4].
We shall show that it is easy to verify that a Galois group is either An or Sn;
and failure of verication in, say, four additional steps after showing transitivity,
given that the Galois group is transitive on its roots, should be taken as strong evi-
dence that the Galois group is not An or Sn: Here \strong" means that the probability
of the test suggesting that the group is not Sn or An when in fact the group is one of
these is < 10% (see [11, p. 24] for some experimental evidence).
We say that a nite permutation group is very transitive if it is at least 4-transitive.
We rst deal with showing that the group is (or providing evidence that it is not) very
transitive, then we deal with the case of the very transitive groups that are not Sn or An.
1. Theory
The following result is a variation on a theorem of C. Jordan. Versions of the original
formulation can be found both in [5] as Theorem 5.6.2, and in [12] as Theorem 13.2.
These results all require the permutation group in question to be primitive. We wish
to use the result when G is the Galois group of a polynomial, and in this circumstance
is not necessarily an easy matter to detect primitivity. However, we are able to relax
the primitivity to mere transitivity, and as we observed above, this is easy to detect.
By way of compensation for weakening one condition, we have to strengthen the rest.
Theorem. Let G be a transitive permutation group of degree n. Suppose that G has
an element g of prime order p; where n=2<p<n− 2; then G is very transitive.
Proof. Let H = hgi be the cyclic group generated by our element of order p: As
a permutation it must be a p-cycle, since p>n=2: Thus H must act primitively on
its support. Let P(m; t) be the set of subgroups S of G which act primitively and
m-transitively on their supports of size t: Of course if m> 1; then the primitivity
condition is redundant.
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For v in the range 1  v  n−p+1 let Q(v) be the proposition that P(v; p+v−1) 6= ;:
We shall prove by nite induction on v that P(n − p + 1; n) 6= ;: Notice that H 2
P(1; p) so Q(1) is true.
Suppose Q(v) is true for some 1  v<n−p+1; and we choose K 2 P(v; p+v−1):
Let 
= supp(K) so n=2<p  j
j<n: The support of K is not a block of G since
G is transitive of degree n but j
j j=n: Thus there exists l 2 G such that 
 6= 
l but

 \ 
l 6= ;: Choose such an l so that the order s of C = 
 \ 
l is maximized.
Let A and B be the complements, both of size r, of C in 
 and 
l, respectively. Con-
jugation by l induces an isomorphism of permutation groups between K and l−1Kl=Kl:
Thus Kl 2 P(v; p+v−1) and it acts primitively on 
l: Suppose, for contradiction, that
r > 1: By primitivity of Kl there will exist h 2 Kl such that the number u of elements
of B sent to elements of B satises 1  u<r, otherwise B would be a non-trivial block
of Kl acting on 
l: Thus exactly r−u of the elements of B are transported to C by h;
and of course there must be a balancing collection of r − u elements of C transported
from C to B by h: Consider Kh with support 
h: The set 
h consists of A unmoved
by h together with the r − u elements of B which, via h, are arrivals from C and a
collection of s+ u− r elements of C. Thus j
\
hj= r+ (s+ u− r) = s+ u is greater
than s but less than s + r = j
j: This contradicts the maximality of s, so r = 1: Let
L= hK; Kli with support of size p+ v: It is easy to see that L acts (v+ 1)-transitively
and thus primitively on its support. We conclude that Q(v+ 1) is true.
By nite induction we obtain that P(n− p+ 1; n) 6= ; so G contains a n− p+ 1-
transitive subgroup of degree n; and G inherits this property itself.
What is the eciency of this test? If p>n=2, then the fraction of elements of Sn
with a p-cycle is 1=p, so the chance of a single probe nding such an element isP
1=p with n=2<p<n− 2, p prime. Heuristically, we can evaluate this (using the
Prime Number Theorem) as
X
n=2<p<n−2
p prime
1
p

Z n−2
n=2
1
p logp
dp= [log logp]n−2n=2  [log logp]nn=2
= log log n− log log n
2
= log

log n
log n− log 2

= log

1 +
log 2
log n− log 2

 log 2
log n− log 2
(truncating the Taylor series at the rst term). For n = 20, this would give 0:3010,
as opposed to the true answer of 1=11 + 1=13 + 1=17  0:2267 (the fact that 19 does
not count is responsible for much of the error). This would give either 2 or 3 as the
number of probes required to have a 50% chance of deducing that G is very transitive,
assuming we already know that it is transitive. For n= 200, the formula gives 0:1505,
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and the true answer is 0:1412. Both these values of n require 5 probes to have a 50%
chance of deducing that G is very transitive. It is obvious from the formula that the
number of additional probes is decreasing with n. The rate of decrease is not very
fast, though, and we can easily approximate, or even compute, the number of probes
required to give any degree of certainty (i.e. for all > 0, we can compute N such
that N probes on Sn or An will detect that the group (known to be transitive) is very
transitive with probability > 1 − : for n = 100 and  = 0:1, N works out as 12.93,
i.e. 13).
2. Strengthening the theory
Note the ro^le of the condition n=2<p: It enters in two ways. First it ensures that
the initial cyclic group of order p acts transitively on its support (if p were smaller
then g might be, for instance, the product of two disjoint p-cycles). A single p-cycle
acts primitively on its support because block sizes must be divisors of p: Of course,
we can make this issue disappear for smaller p by insisting that g is a p-cycle.
Secondly we need to ensure that the groups we examine in the course of the proof
have supports which are not blocks of G: Now, we can do this by assuming a priori
(see [5] or [12]) that G is primitive, but we wish to avoid this, and we have seen how
to do this when p>n=2: However, progress can sometimes be made even if p<n=2;
subject to the hypothesis that G is transitive. Provided p does not divide n then we can
begin as in the proof above, and the argument does not break down until we construct
a group of degree p+ x dividing n: In this case there is the possibility that the support
of the group we have built is a block of G and that what we have is an x+1-transitive
group acting on this block.
For example, if you nd a p-cycle in G where p is prime in the range n=3<p  n=2
then either G is very transitive or has a block of size n=2: Note that these concerns are
real. Let p be a prime and consider the wreath product of Cp by C2: This group has
natural representation of degree 2p; acts transitively but imprimitively on these points,
and contains an element which is a p-cycle.
Theorem. Let G be a transitive permutation group of degree n. If r does not divide
n or G contains an element x involving a cycle of length c coprime to r! with c>n=r
then there cannot be blocks of size n=r:
Proof. Since G is transitive, any block size must divide n, so r must divide n. Now,
suppose a suitable c exists. If G had a block D of size n=r then D would have r
translates under G: The group G would then act on this set of size r and for every
g 2 G the element gr! will act trivially. Thus every gr! permutes the elements of D; and
also permutes the elements of each translate of D: However, since the cycle involved
in x has length coprime to r! it follows that xr! involves a cycle of length c>n=r=jDj:
This contradiction gets us home.
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For example suppose that n= 100 and that you know that G is transitive, and that
G has a cycle of length 55 then there cannot be block of size 50. Now the existence
of a 29-cycle is enough to force G to be very transitive.
3. On the absence of cycles of specied sizes
The distribution of cycle sizes of permutations is a much-studied subject, see [1].
We hope the following elementary result will be of interest.
Let u  n be natural numbers. An element  of Sn is said to be r; u-homogeneous if
it is the product of u pairwise disjoint r-cycles. A permutation is said to be involved
in g 2 Sn exactly when g is the product of  and a permutation of disjoint support.
Let an;u be the cardinality of
f(; g)j is r; u-homogeneous;  is involved in gg:
The quantity an;u is easy to calculate. It is n!=(ruu!):
Let the number of elements of Sn involving exactly v r-cycles be bn;v and the number
involving at least v r-cycles be cn;v: Thus cn;v=
P1
w=v bn;w. The terms of this sum vanish
when wr>n of course.
Now an;j =
P1
i=j(
i
j)bn; i so
an;1 − an;2 + an;3 −    = (11)bn;1 + [(21) − (22)]bn;2 + [(31) − (32) + (33)]bn;3 : : : :
Thus by a standard binomial identity we have
cn;1 =
1X
i=1
bn; i = an;1 − an;2 + an;3 −    :
We conclude that the number of elements of Sn involving no r cycle is
n!(1 − (r11!)−1 + (r22!)−1 + : : :+ (−1)l(rll!)−1);
where rl is the largest multiple of r not greater than n: Fix r and select an element of
Sn uniformly at random; the probability that this element involves no r cycle tends to
e−1=r as n!1: This generalizes the well-known result concerning car keys and hats
when r = 1.
4. Very transitive groups
Thanks to the classication of nite simple groups, all very transitive permutation
groups are known [2]. They must be symmetric or alternating, or one of four other
permutation groups discovered by Mathieu. The four exceptional permutation groups
have degrees 11; 12; 23 and 24 are known as M11; M12; M23 and M24: Both M11 and
M23 are 4-transitive but not 5-transitive, whereas M12 and M24 are 5-transitive but not
6-transitive.
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Now suppose that we are deploying our theorem on the Galois group G of a poly-
nomial of degree n and we suppose that we have gathered enough data from probes so
that we know G is transitive on the roots (i.e. the polynomial is irreducible in Q[X]):
We seek to show that G is either An or Sn: If n = 11 (a prime) then p-cycles which
reveal that G is very transitive have lengths 2, 3, 5 and 7. The worst prime is 7 and
even that yields that G is 11−7 + 1 = 5-transitive and so is not the merely 4-transitive
M11: In fact, S11 has a 68.44% chance of being shown to be either S11 or A11 in one
probe (assuming that we already know that it is transitive), and A11 has a 61.33% such
chance.
Similarly in degree 12, even if sticking to the p>n=2 regime and using the prime
7 we nd that G is 6-transitive but M12 is only 5-transitive. However, the probability
of success after n probes for S12 (assuming that we already know that the group is
transitive) is 1 − (6=7)n, whereas using p = 5 as well (for which we have also to
observe a 9-cycle or an 11-cycle), we get 1− ( 454693n − ( 247350n +

17;453
34;650
n
, whose 50%
chance of success is after 3 probes rather than 5, and whose 90% chance of success
is after 8 probes rather than 15. In degree 23 we can use all primes less than 23. The
largest (and therefore the weakest) is 19 and even that yields that G is 5-transitive and
so not M23: In degree 24 we can use the primes 13, 17 and 19. Even the prime 19
yields that G is 6-transitive and so not M24:
We need to know that there is a prime in the range x=2<p  x−3: We know that,
for suciently large x, there is a prime in the range x=2<p<x=2 + (x=2) c for any
c> 712 [7, formula 28.20], though \suciently large" is not made explicit. In practice,
it seems that any x  8 works.
Our method applies when n  8: In the case n = 7 you need to pick up a 5-cycle
in conjunction with Condition (a), (b) or (c) information. This then yields that G
is 3-transitive. This is not normally good enough, since 3-transitive groups abound.
Indeed, serendipity fails when n=7 for the simple group of order 168 has a 3-transitive
permutation representation of that degree. However A7 or S7 can be recognised to be
very transitive from a probe which yields just a 3-cycle (probability 1=36 or 1=72), and
S7 can also be recognised to be very transitive from a probe which yields just a 2-cycle
(probability 1=240). If, however, we add in that a 3:22 shape implies the existence of a
simple 3-cycle, the probability for detecting that the group is very transitive given that
it is transitive, when the group is in fact A7, rises to 19 , and also when we consider
that shapes 3:2 and 4:3 will imply a simple 3-cycle, and 5:2 will imply a 2-cycle, the
probability for S7 becomes 47144  0:33.
Sometimes one can recognize that a group is 2-transitive from limited information
gleaned from probes.
Proposition. Let G be a permutation group of degree n: Suppose that one of the
following conditions holds:
(a) G contains an n-cycle and an (n− 1)-cycle (n> 2).
(b) The degree n is odd and G contains an n-cycle and either an n− 2-cycle or an
n− 2-cycle composed with the disjoint transposition (n> 3).
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(c) The degree n is even and G contains an n − 1 cycle and an (n − 2)-cycle
composed with the disjoint transposition (n> 2).
It follows that G is 2-transitive.
Proof. Condition (a) obviously forces G to be 2-transitive.
If condition (b) holds we may assume that G contains an n − 2-cycle by squaring
to remove the possible transposition. Let  be the given n-cycle and  the given
(n− 2)-cycle. Let a; b denote the xed points of : The order of  is odd so no power
of  can transpose a and b: Conjugate  by the power of  which sends a to b to
obtain  2 G: Now  is an (n− 2) cycle with xed points b and c where c 6= a: Now
conjugate  and  by all possible powers of  to obtain a collection C of (n−2)-cycles.
For each integer i 2 f1; : : : ; ng there are c1i ; c2i 2 C with i xed by both c1i and c2i but
the xed point sets of c1i and c
2
i being distinct.
Suppose (r; s) and (u; v) are distinct ordered pairs of the elements being permuted.
A suitable power of  will send r to u: Now either s and v are both in the support of
c1u or c
2
u or s and v are xed points of c
1
u and c
2
u; we may assume respectively. In the
rst case we can use a power of the relevant cmu to take s to v: In the second case we
rst move s to the distinct point s0 using c2u: Now both s
0 and v are not in the xed
point set of c1u so a suitable power of c
1
u will send s
0 to v and we are done.
Now we assume that condition (c) holds, and we allow ourselves to re-use notation.
Let the given (n − 1) cycle be  and have xed point a: Let  be the given (n − 2)
cycle composed with the transposition (b; c): Suppose we have the special case a= b.
Conjugating  by powers of  we obtain a collection of elements D consisting of
(n− 2)-cycles composed with all possible transpositions a; x as x varies over G n fag:
Now conjugate  by each element of D in turn. We obtain elements of G consisting
of (n− 1) cycles with every possible xed point. These (n− 1)-cycles are enough to
render G 2-transitive.
Thus we may assume that we do not have the special case a= b: Conjugating  by
a power of  we obtain an (n − 1)-cycle 0 with xed points d dierent from a and
b: Now conjugate  by a power of  sending b to d to obtain 0 which transposes d
and e: Now replacing  and  by 0 and 0 we are in the special case analyzed before
and so we are done.
Now when G is known to be 2-transitive, and hence primitive, the fact that G is
very transitive (and hence An or Sn) can be detected using any p-cycle in G where p
is prime and less than n− 2:
5. Computational experiments
The previous proposition is not necessarily very useful in practice. Condition (a)
requires observing both an event with probability (1=n) in Sn and an event with prob-
ability 1=(n − 1), and therefore is rare (12 probes when n = 10 for a 50% chance of
success; 27 for a 90% chance). The statistics for the other conditions are similar.
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Table 1
Number of probes for a given probability
n Transitive Very transitive
90% 95% 99% 90% 95% 99%
10 6 8 10 9 11 15
20 7 8 10 8 9 12
40 7 8 10 8 10 12
60 7 8 11 9 11 14
80 7 8 10 8 10 12
100 7 8 11 9 10 13
200 7 8 11 8 10 13
It is conventional to state, following Musser, that \5 probes are generally enough to
prove transitivity". This statement has been analysed in [3], who shows that, not only
is it certainly not true for groups such as V4, which can never be proved transitive
by studying factorizations modulo primes, but that, even for other groups, such as the
Frobenius groups, it is far from being true. Is it true for Sn? The following table,
extracted from [11], shows that to be reasonably certain (90% or more) that the group
is transitive, by the Musser test, one needs more than 5 probes, and also that the
additional cost (i.e. the dierence between the columns) of testing for the group being
very transitive by the algorithm of this paper is low (when the group is Sn).
It would appear from Table 1 that the number of probes is independent of n, as is
the case in [9] (though they are dealing with actual permutations, rather than cycle
shapes).
Conjecture. For a xed probability , the number of tests required to ensure that the
wrong answer, i.e. saying \probably not Sn or An" when in fact the group is one of
these, is given with probability less that , is in fact bounded independent of n.
6. Conclusion
We wish to thank R.A. Parker who drew our attention to the possible relevance of
a theorem in [5] to the question of Galois group recognition. We also thank Richard
Puttock for his computational experiments [11], and the referee, whose comments im-
proved the exposition.
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